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Abstract. Over the past decades, the study of complex interaction net-
works has emerged as a prominent research direction. With complex ubiq-
uitous and social environments, e. g., due to the emergence of the Internet
of Things and complex social networks, explainable analysis and mining
methods are required in order to make the involved models more under-
standable and acceptable. In this work, we sketch perspectives on expla-
nation methods, goals and exemplary results in complex network analysis.

1 Introduction

Social network analysis reveals what is hidden in plain sight and provides ex-
planations of di↵erent social phenomena in a variety of fields from economics to
communication studies [6]. Moreover, social network analysis focuses on investigat-
ing social (interaction) structures, shaped as networks[4,1]. Over the last years, the
scientific research has focused more and more on the study of complex networks
obtained from real data. Current scientific interest has moved not only on apply-
ing the developed concepts of graph theory, but also on studying the dynamical
evolution of network topology, pattern recognition, representation of the structure
and analysis of the given topological features [5]. Moreover, the Internet of Things
(IoT) supported by ubiquitous devices o↵ers multi-modal social interaction data
sets which can be described as networks. Given the (large) data sets, appropriate
data mining techniques are commonly applied, in order to discover novel and use-
ful knowledge and gain a better understanding of the complex network structures.
For instance, the analysis and mining of social interaction patterns are important
tasks as they require appropriate explanation techniques e.g. for increasing the ac-
ceptance of the patterns and their evaluation [2]. Indeed, a good machine learned
model is often not good enough if the domain experts want to understand why
the model behaves the way it behaves, or if the produced patterns are expected,
based on their knowledge of the application domain [5].

2 Overview: Explanation Goals and Methods

In particular in the scope of black box methods, further explanation and interpre-
tation are required to enable domain experts and users to understand, trust, and
transform the novel and useful model into a real-world application [11][8]. Explica-
tive data mining, as introduced by [2], aims to describe and explain the underline
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structure of the data, by using explanation-aware methods, e.g. data summariza-
tion and visualization and pattern-based data mining. In the case of community de-
tection, for example, traditional approaches aim at partitioning the social network
graph. The richer available data in complex networks, i.e. additional information of
each user e.g., demographics, interests, help us develop mining methods which can
take advantage them and detect good communities, associated with good descrip-
tions in terms of user information [9]. In case of the link prediction, the prediction
of the topological evolution of a network over time is concerned. Previous work
focused on finding a “perfect” set of features capable of predicting the formation
of a link, most of the times with a black box type of approach. However, grouping
the features on their topological scope [7] leads to a e�cient and explainable set
of features, capturing the essential network properties. An exemplary major social
network analysis application is the development of recommendation systems[10].
Explainable recommendation method that not only predicts a numerical rating
for a recommended product, but also generate explanations for users preferences,
improve e↵ectiveness, transparency, scrutability and user trust [10].

3 Explanation Examples on Social Interaction Networks

As examples, we investigate distinctive structural patterns, e.g., connectivity and
association between face-to-face interaction networks obtained by surveys and
wearable sensors. Our preliminary results indicate interesting insights into hu-
man behavior, where we focus on the structural analysis and association between
the networks utilizing visual and pattern-based approaches, e. g., [3].
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